Andaz Delhi Marks Brand’s Entrance Into India
12/20/2016
Hyatt Announces Opening of Andaz Delhi in Aerocity
CHICAGO (December 20, 2016) — Hyatt Hotels Corporation (NYSE: H) today announced the opening of Andaz Delhi,
marking the Andaz brand’s first hotel in India and 16th worldwide. Represented in world-class cities like London,
New York, Tokyo and Shanghai, Hyatt’s luxury lifestyle brand celebrates local culture and the unique spirit of
neighborhoods, and is now set to make its mark in India’s vibrant capital with the opening of Andaz Delhi in
Aerocity. Similar to the brand’s other hotels, Andaz Delhi offers inspiring experiences through the neighborhood’s
rich history and culture, helping guests get to know their surroundings more intimately and leave feeling like a local.
“Andaz derives its name from the Hindi word for ‘personal style,’ and each location offers guests a fresh and
stimulating hotel experience that fuels creativity and inspires them to engage in their own personal sense of luxury
and style,” said Kurt Straub, Vice President of Operations, India, Hyatt. “The opening of Andaz Delhi marks a
significant milestone for the brand.”
DESIGN
Conveniently located in Aerocity, the hotel is within easy reach of downtown Delhi and the business hub of
Gurgaon. Designed to capture the spirit of Delhi by renowned architect Bauer Latoza Studio from Chicago, and
interior designer Virgile and Partners from London, the hotel integrates traditional Indian elements, colors and
flavors into a modern design inspired by the unique craftsmanship of India. Andaz Delhi opens today with a partial
inventory of its residential-style 401 guestrooms, including 45 suites. The hotel will also offer 129 serviced
apartments, expected to open next year.
GUESTROOMS
Each guestroom at Andaz Delhi features a unique curated piece of art that celebrates a reason to “fall in love with
Delhi.” The collection is skillfully integrated into a book displayed in each room called “401 Reasons to Fall in Love
with Delhi,” written by well-known travel writer Fiona Caulfield. While there is much to love about Delhi, navigating
its myriad twists and turns can be a challenge, therefore the book has been designed to highlight twelve different
categories for those to discover areas of specific interests, including: Delhi’s Building Heritage, Taste of Delhi,
Creative Delhi, Delhi Celebrates, Cultural Delhi, Sporting Delhi, Delhi Shops, New Delhi Architecture, Delhi Devotion,
Delhi on the Move, Natural Delhi and Iconic Delhi.
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“We are pleased to introduce Andaz Delhi to a city synonymous with style and local history, two elements that are
core to the Andaz ethos,” said Heddo Siebs, General Manager, Andaz Delhi. “With our stylish, innovative restaurants
and expansive function spaces, we hope to offer our friends in Delhi dining and event options that have not been
available before.”
DINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
Taking an innovative approach to restaurants and bars, Andaz Delhi emphasizes consciously sourced ingredients
and local artisanal produce in the uniquely conceived European food hall – AnnaMaya. Here, guests can eat
mindfully by sampling delicious European and local cuisine inspired by the colors and flavors of India. Guests can
also grab freshly baked goods and a quick bite at Andaz Deli or indulge in interesting cocktails that highlight the art
of mixology at Juniper Bar. Due to open next year, the Hong Kong Club will be a multi-level Cantonese evening
destination with a bar, club and lounge.
In true Andaz fashion, all non-alcoholic mini-bar drinks and locally inspired snacks are complimentary, as are local
telephone calls and Wi-Fi, making a stay at Andaz Delhi as seamless and barrier-free as possible. Passionate and
knowledgeable, Andaz Hosts will go beyond the typical concierge role to share inside knowledge about the capital,
and help guests uncover Delhi's eclectic culture that juxtaposes modernity with a rich heritage.
The recreational facilities at Andaz Delhi include a heated swimming pool and sun deck, as well as a fully furnished
gym with the latest equipment a spa (expected to open in early 2017) with a unique ‘Apothecary Blending Bar’ and a
range of treatment rooms.
MEETINGS AND EVENTS
The hotel offers 37,500 sq. ft. (3,484 sq. m.) of innovative meeting and event spaces, with fluid layouts and
functional design creating environments that dissolve barriers and encourage creative thinking, interaction and
conversation. The oval shaped pillar-less ballroom is one of the largest indoor luxury wedding spaces in Delhi and
can accommodate up to 1,500 guests. The unobstructive design of the ballroom provides a blank canvas to
customize and decorate the space based on the individuality and style of any guest. The unique Elephant Path adds
a sense of drama to a traditional Indian wedding. Eight Andaz Studios offer residential-style meeting and event
spaces with inspiring open kitchens and an outdoor terrace.
Andaz Delhi offers easy access to some of the city's most iconic monuments and gardens, fashion boutiques, arts
and cultural centers and the vibrant city nightlife.
The term “Hyatt” is used in this release for convenience to refer to Hyatt Hotels Corporation and/or one or more of
its affiliates.
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About Andaz
Global in scale while local in perspective, Andaz hotels weave the sights, sounds and tastes of their surroundings
into each property for an experience that truly immerses guests in the eclectic culture of each local destination.
Through personalized, unscripted service, Andaz hotels create a barrier-free environment where guests are
encouraged to explore their personal sense of style and become inspired by the spirit of the culture around them.
Sixteen Andaz hotels are currently open: Andaz 5th Avenue and Andaz Wall Street in New York, Andaz San Diego,
Andaz West Hollywood, Andaz Napa, Andaz Savannah, Andaz Maui at Wailea, Andaz Scottsdale, Andaz Ottawa
Byward Market, Andaz Peninsula Papagayo in Costa Rica, Andaz Mayakoba Riviera Maya, Andaz Delhi, Andaz
London Liverpool Street, Andaz Amsterdam Prinsengracht, Andaz Xintiandi in Shanghai and Andaz Tokyo
Toranomon Hills. For more information, please visit www.andaz.com. You can also find the Andaz brand on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
About Hyatt Hotels Corporation
Hyatt Hotels Corporation, headquartered in Chicago, is a leading global hospitality company with a portfolio of 12
premier brands and 679 properties in 54 countries, as of September 30, 2016. The Company's purpose to care for
people so they can be their best informs its business decisions and growth strategy and is intended to create value
for shareholders, build relationships with guests and attract the best colleagues in the industry. The Company's
subsidiaries develop, own, operate, manage, franchise, license or provide services to hotels, resorts, branded
residences and vacation ownership properties, including under the Park Hyatt®, Grand Hyatt®, Hyatt Regency®,
Hyatt®, Andaz®, Hyatt Centric®, The Unbound Collection by Hyatt™, Hyatt Place®, Hyatt House®, Hyatt Ziva™,
Hyatt Zilara™ and Hyatt Residence Club® brand names and have locations on six continents. For more information,
please visit www.hyatt.com.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Forward-Looking Statements in this press release, which are not historical facts, are forward-looking statements
within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Our actual results, performance or
achievements may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. In some
cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by the use of words such as “may,” “could,” “expect,” “intend,”
“plan,” “seek,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” “continue,” “likely,” “will,” “would” and
variations of these terms and similar expressions, or the negative of these terms or similar expressions. Such
forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon estimates and assumptions that, while considered
reasonable by us and our management, are inherently uncertain. Factors that may cause our actual results,
performance or achievements to differ materially from current expectations include, among others, the rate and
pace of economic recovery following economic downturns; levels of spending in business and leisure segments as
well as consumer confidence; declines in occupancy and average daily rate; the financial condition of, and our
relationships with, third-party property owners, franchisees and hospitality venture partners; the possible inability
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of third-party owners, franchisees or development partners to access the capital necessary to fund current
operations or implement our plans for growth; risks associated with potential acquisitions and dispositions and the
introduction of new brand concepts; changes in the competitive environment in our industry, including as a result
of industry consolidation, and the markets where we operate; general volatility of the capital markets and our
ability to access such markets; and other risks discussed in the Company's filings with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission, including our Annual Report on Form 10-K, which filings are available from the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission. These factors are not necessarily all of the important factors that could cause
our actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by any of
our forward-looking statements. We caution you not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements,
which are made only as of the date of this press release. We undertake no obligation to update publicly any of
these forward-looking statements to reflect actual results, new information or future events, changes in
assumptions or changes in other factors affecting forward-looking statements, except to the extent required by
applicable law. If we update one or more forward-looking statements, no inference should be drawn that we will
make additional updates with respect to those or other forward-looking statements.
CONTACTS:
Yasmin Poonegar
Hyatt Hotels & Resorts, Southwest Asia
T: +91 9004128086
yasmin.poonegar@hyatt.com
Noelle Bauer
Hyatt
312.780.5994
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